
AP Government: We The People 
Summer Assignment 

2017 — 2018 
     Are You In? 

 
Part I: You must acquire and read the book, The Thirteen American 
Arguments, by Howard Fineman. As you read focus on both the style 
and content of the book. The same way the author follows an issue 
through history marking its beginning, evolution, and modern is 
application is similar to how we will approach the study of our 
government.  
 
After you have read complete a 3 - 5 page thesis based essay in which 
you react (in a COMPLEX way) to Fineman’s statement in the 
introduction: 
 
 
“We are the Arguing Country, born in, and born to, debate. . .  Our disputes are not a 
burden, but a blessing.”  
 
 
Be sure to have a unique, clearly stated complex thesis. Present historically accurate 
evidence to support you thesis. You should reference at least THREE separate arguments 
discussed by Fineman. Internal citations (both direct and indirect) should be used. 
 
All essays in AP Government will be Times New Roman, 12 pt Font, with 1.5 spacing. 
 
The book can be purchased through Amazon, Barnes and Noble, and other online 
bookstores. It is also available at the local library. (Used books will save you money and 
almost always have the same words as the new ones.)  
 
 
 
I cannot stress the importance of reading and completing this assignment. The thesis 
of this book is in a sense the essence of the We The People experience. Too many 
times students look for shortcuts and rely on previous students for “help.” If this 
summer assignment is too much then perhaps the We The People Commitment may 
be too much as well. 
 
 
 
 
 



Part II: You must create a 4 minute oral presentation in which you will discuss ONE of 
the arguments you discussed in Part I. Be sure to address the following: 

1. The historical context of the argument: Where/When did it begin? Why is it 
historically important? (ZEITGEIST) 

2. Explain the evolution of the argument over the course of American history-Has its 
understanding changed? 

3. Describe (with examples) the current application of the argument: How does it 
impact the modern world? 

 
This part of the assignment will help you experience the challenges of speaking in 
front of a panel of judges and answering questions challenging your positions. Please 
prepare a “Script,” actually write out the entire oral presentation, do not just 
prepare notes. You will present the speech using your script for a guide. 
 
Part III: Become familiar with each unit of the We The People Textbook. For each of the 
following unit guiding principles write a 1 page response in which you reference essential 
terms and concepts to answer the essential questions. This will be helpful in selecting 
units and beginning our preparation for the We The People Competitions.  
 

 Unit One: What Are the Philosophical and Historical Foundations of the American 
Political System? 
 

 Unit Two: How Did the Framers Create the Constitution? 
 

 Unit Three: How Has the Constitution Been Changed to Further the Ideals 
Contained in the Declaration of Independence? 
 

 Unit Four: How Have the Values and Principles Embodied in the Constitution 
Shaped American Institutions and Practices? 
 

 Unit Five: What Rights Does the Bill of Rights Protect? 
 

 Unit Six: What Challenges Might Face American Constitutional Democracy in the 
Twenty-first Century? 

 
Again, I cannot stress how important it is to do this piece of the summer assignment. 
The first competition occurs before we can work through the entire curriculum 
together, so any background you have on the content the better. It is also very 
important that you know and understand all units of the curriculum not just your 
assigned unit. 
 
 

Due on Friday, September 15, 2017 


